A relief sculpture of the devoted Pharaoh Akhenaton, praying under
the rays of the sun to his pigeon God Aton (symbolized as the disk of
the sun) and overwhelmed by his generosity. Another relief of a
defeated army of men, bowing down to a larger Pharaoh figure, begging him to spare their lives. An image around the corner showing
slave girls dancing, drinking and entertaining their queen, while the
rest of the slaves are shown in a position of total submission and humility. An oversized four storey king and queen sculpture frames a large
entrance. This is not the entry to a temple in Luxor or an
archaeological site in the Valley of the Kings; it is the entry of a 21st
century temple…. a shopping Mall just across the street from my office
block!
Isn’t this kind of representation against the core principals of Islam and
the concept of Tawheed which the Gulf embraces as a source of inspiration for their culture and identity? Isn’t the image of slavery and slave
girls against our ideals and ethics about Justice, and equality? What
made us, a conservative and religion proud society think that these depictions and portrayals would be acceptable when it’s being packaged
differently as a cool, fashionable and exotic shopping experience?! Often I am faced by similar conditions while wandering in our cities, and
thoughts start to cross my mind about what Arab identity and culture
really mean nowadays!

We live in a wonderful yet elusive time of history. The massive and instant information that the Arab individual is being exposed to by the TV,
internet and various other Medias has not only formed a new attitude
toward politics, economy, environment, and social issues, but also has
had a more of a negative than positive impact on the ethical and aesthetics values. As a result our cities have turned into a surreal collage
influenced by viewer favorite images of cities, buildings, monuments…
etc he or she have been seeing on history or travel channels. Without
a sensible consideration for its unique identity and culture, the Gulf is
turning to look like everywhere, but nowhere.
In such “sophistication”, it is extremely difficult to speak about real possibility for authentic development of culture. The Arab architects, Urbanists and planners who were standing against this alienations have
been left alone, confused, and feeling betrayed by their own people.
They are over shadowed either by star-architects, or an army of overseas professionals offering their crystal ball of the future. Dazzling the
simple minded developers by photorealistic renderings and their enormous standard CAD database library…you need a city, it is ready with
a bit of modification…you need a tower, give us a week! No thoughtfulness or consideration for the Gulfs unique culture and identity. On the
best case scenarios, the more sophisticated ‘consultants’ will bitmap
traditional Islamic geometry into the façade to make it more cultural!

Unfortunately, the Arab Architect is facing a powerful profession of
copy and paste, where no creative process can ever match its speed.
Ironically, at the time when the Gulf is at its peak in promoting its own
culture, it is in the danger of losing it all. It is sad to see that the cultural promoters and decision makers azvre favoring star architects,
and international organizations instead of supporting native talents. If
this situation continues, the future generation of architects will have no
luxury of continuing the legacy of the previous generation (or oppose
it), simply because there is none. With the absence of any significant
body of work to inspire and practices which hardly raise to the current
challenges, on the long run this will leave a dangerous gap in the art,
Architecture and cultural scene. And more dangerously a plethora of
‘everything goes’ will be filling it more and more. ‘Everything goes’ will
have a bulldozing effect on the remaining aesthetic and cultural values
we appreciate, tuning us into the ultimate consumers. Consumerism
will be our new culture, our new identity. We are not only consuming
products and goods, but also we are now consuming art and culture.
Are we cultured because simply we can afford it? Recently I have been
noticing that the Gulf States are
competing on which star architects to design their ‘Cultural’ projects,
and spending an enormous amount of money to attract famous museums houses. If cultural boost is required then the formula
seems to be very simple: Money+ star Architects+ brand museum
house= contemporary Arab culture!

I believe we should think differently. Instead, we should use this enormous budget to educate and support a new generation of local artist,
architects, thinkers who will produce a real authentic native art and
architecture, creative and novel work of creativity which is sensitive
to our identity, responsive to our environment and has the spirit of our
age, representing who we are.
In the Gulf I suppose we have reached to a good level of civic life and
modernity, but we have a long way to go if we consider what is happening as a start of distinctive Muslim Arab civilization. I believe investing
on our own creativity and talents will help us to move from consumerism to production, it will help us to be living participants in making our
own civilization and culture. Our artist, architects, intellectuals should
be supported and encouraged to take risks in questioning and re-thinking every
aspect of our lives. Questions we took for granted: How we view our
relation and responsibility towards the Divine and nature? What are the
ideals and dreams of our society? How does the religion inspire our
way of living creatively, and to what extent? What are our morals and
ethics, what we accept and reject? Who we are and what we want to
become? Pursuing the answers to this sort of questions creatively will
give our art, architecture, cities its distinctiveness, a greater vision and
meaning. It helps us to craft our future carefully and sensibly. Only then
it is possible to speak about authentic identity and cultural landscape
of the Gulf.
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